Charades

Play Charades to practice reading and acting out action words! The object of the game is to **silently** act out the action words for your teammates to guess.

Grab a partner or a few friends and break into two teams. Shuffle the action word cards and place them in a pile in between both teams. One player picks the card from the top of the pile and acts it out for his or her teammates. Each team gets three chances to guess the word. If the team guesses the correct action word, they move ahead one space on the game board. If the team cannot guess the word after three tries, they move one space backwards.

Players take turns acting out the action words. The first team to reach the end of the game board is the winner!
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jump  skip  
walk  run  
fall  dance  
twirl  drive
pull  push
bounce  clean
sweep  skate
ski  plant
sit

sleep

swim

swing

throw

catch

kick

write
jog  wink

tip-toe  march

hop  play

dive  laugh
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Name ________________________________

Directions: Write a sentence for five of the words you guessed while playing Charades.

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________